Stitch of the Week
Pattern #237

Celtic Weave Crochet Stitch Pattern

To follow along with this stitch pattern go to Creative Grandma youtube channel.

Note: When working any stitch pattern use recommended hook size from the yarn label you are using for best results.

Special Stitches: Front Post Treble Crochet (fptr): insert hook from front to back to front again around post of stitch indicated, work a treble crochet.

Stitch pattern is a multiple of 4 plus 2.

To make a sample swatch, ch 30.

Row 1: Dc in 3rd ch from hook and each ch across, ch 1, turn. (28 dc across)

Row 2: Hdc in each of first 2 dc, * skip next 2 dc, fptr in next 2 dc, working behind fptr sts just worked, fptr in first previously skipped dc as follows: go behind fptr sts to front of first skipped dc inserting hook from front to back to front around post of first skipped dc, using your hook pull post of dc up behind previously worked fptr sts, tr around post of dc, fptr in second previously skipped dc as follows: go behind fptr sts to front of 2nd skipped dc inserting hook from front to back to front around post of dc, using your hook, pull post of dc up behind previously worked fptr sts, tr around post of dc *, rep from * to * across to last 2 dc, hdc in each of last 2 dc, ch 1, turn.

Row 3: Sc in each st across, ch 1, turn.

Row 4: Hdc in each of first 4 sc, * working 2 rows below (Row 2), skip next 2 fptr, [fptr in next fptr 2 rows below (Row 2)] twice, working across top of fptr in opposite direction work a fptr in the first and then in the 2nd previous skipped 2 fptr *, rep from * to * across to within last 4 sc of Row 3, hdc in each of last 4 sc, ch 1, turn.

Row 5: Sc in each st across, ch 1, turn.
Row 6: Hdc in each of first 2 sc, working 2 rows below (Row 4), skip next 2 hdc, [fptr in next fpotr 2 rows below (Row 4)] twice, working behind 2 fpotr just made, working in opposite direction, fpotr in the first and then in the 2nd previously skipped 2 hdc, 
* working 2 rows below (Row 4) skip next 2 fpotr, [fpotr in next fpotr 2 rows below (Row 4)] twice, working behind 2 fpotr just made, working in opposite direction, fpotr in the first and then the 2nd previously skipped 2 fpotr *, rep from * to * across to last 6 sts, working 2 rows below (Row 4) skip next 2 fpotr, [fpotr in next hdc 2 rows below (Row 4)] twice, working behind 2 fpotr just made, working in opposite direction, fpotr in the first and the 2nd previously skipped 2 fpotr, hdc in each of last 2 sc of Row 5, ch 1, turn.

Row 7: Sc in each st across, ch 1, turn.

Repeat Rows 4-7 for pattern. When ending your pattern always end with a single crochet row.